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eighth blackbird, Griffin Concert Hall, Fort Collins, October 23, 2008. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

There’s a certain sensation that you get only when you travel far outside your home environment. 

Those first few minutes/hours/days are special because absolutely everything is new about the 

place- the sounds, smells, sights and other sensations. It’s all part of a dizzying period of initial 

discovery in foreign territory. 

 

That’s a little bit like the experience of listening to eighth blackbird for the first time. The six-

piece ensemble, mixing strings, winds, percussion and piano, played Griffin Concert Hall on 

Thursday as part of the Lincoln Center Classical Music Series. But their concert was not a lot 

about the music of the past, but new music with the same pungent sensory experiences as 

traveling to a very foreign place. 

 

The oldest piece on eighth blackbird’s program at Griffin was Frederic Rzewski’s 1969 

composition “Les moutons de Panurge,” a method piece based on adding and subtracting from a 

65-note sequence. The group pointed out that Franco Donatoni was “the only dead composer” on 

the program for the evening. They performed his “Arpege,” featuring delightful see sawing back 

and forth between the instruments- flute, clarinet and vibes making a unique sound combination. 

 

The rest of the evening was devoted to newer stuff, Kati Agocs’ three part “Immutable Dreams” 

and Stephen Hartke’s six part “Meanwhile,” both written in 2007, as well as pieces written in 

1991 and 2001. In each case, the compositions were challenging to listen to and I can imagine 

very challenging to perform.  

 

eighth blackbird’s selection of music went to a thousand different places throughout the course 

of the evening, thanks to music that never stayed in any one place for long. And I don’t mean 

that musical phrases were continually changing every eight bars or so. I mean that the musical 

phrases, techniques and special effects written into the music were continually changing all the 

time. That these composers did not rely on standard melodic or rhythmic patterns to “fill out” the 

flow of the music meant there was a lot more room for playfulness and experimentation. 

 

eighth blackbird as a unit seemed completely capable of bringing each composer’s ideas to life. 

The ensemble not only followed the complicated, fully abstract musical flow with a professional 

ease, but they also added depth and breadth to the music with superb control of dynamics. At 

times I found myself leaning way forward to hear some thin, delicate little sounds. At other 

times, the ensemble came across with a forceful, intense fullness that can only be described as 

real musical power. 

 

I liked how the percussionist- playing vibraphone, wood blocks, slit drums and a range of other 

instruments- fully enhanced the progress of the other instruments. I liked how the pianist 

physically dampened the strings inside the piano on one piece. I liked how Hartke’s piece called 

for not one but multiple flexatones- three of which were mounted specially to be played together. 



I liked how during Thomas Ades’ “Catch,” the clarinet player started playing off stage, ran out 

past the rest of the group and back out the other side. 

 

All of this combined for an entertaining time indeed. There were plenty of fireworks on stage to 

keep things lively. There was even more fireworks inside the music. eighth blackbird’s concert 

was an invigorating trip to another land and that trip was really exciting to the ear. 


